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IDiagnosability
Real-life systems are not perfect. Even in the
case of a fault, they need to detect the fault
and respond such that safety is guaranteed.
The process of detecting a fault is called the
fault diagnosis. Diagnosability is a property
of a fault in a system saying that it is pos-
sible to detect the fault from the observable
part of the system in any scenario [1]. Here,
we focus on finite systems with infinite runs
modelled as fair transition systems. We ex-
tend the work published in [2].

I Lightbulb example
Figure 1 shows an example of such system:
a lightbulb that is either switched ON or
OFF . The fairness condition of the system
is (ON ∧ OK) ∨ (OFF ∧ KO). This means
that if the system is OK, the lightbulb
switches ON infinitely many times. How-
ever, in the case of a fault KO, it eventually
switches OFF and stays there. The diag-
nosability problem is to decide if on every
fair trace we can detect that the lightbulb is
KO only from the sequence of ON/OFF .
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Figure 1: Example of a fair transition system.

IAlarm patterns
We consider different diagnosability alarm
patterns based on how quickly after the
fault should an alarm be raised. If
the alarm is raised anytime in the fu-
ture, the fault is FiniteDel diagnos-
able. If the alarm is raised exactly in d
steps or in at most d steps, the fault is
ExactDel(d) or BoundDel(d) diagnos-
able. Pattern BoundDelO(d) is a weaker
version of BoundDel(d). We also intro-
duce existential patterns ∃ExactDel(·),
∃BoundDel(·) and ∃BoundDelO(·) that
are diagnosable if there exists d that makes
them diagnosable.

ICritical pairs
The diagnosability problem can be solved
by finding so-called critical pairs. Critical
pairs are such pairs of fair traces where only
one is faulty and both are observationally
equivalent up to some point. The existence
of a critical pair is sufficient and necessary
for proving the non-diagnosability of pat-
terns ExactDel(d), BoundDel(d) and
BoundDelO(d). For FiniteDel, it is
only a sufficient condition. To prove the
non-diagnosability for existential patterns,
we need to find a critical pair for every d.

IRibbon-shaped critical pairs
To decide if there is a critical pair for all
d, we designed ribbon-shaped critical pairs.
RCPs are critical pairs with a loop after
the fault, that can be unrolled arbitrarily
many times. With each unrolling of the
loop, we create a critical pair for larger
and larger ds. We call this loop a rib-
bon. For the patterns ∃ExactDel(·),
∃BoundDelO(·) and FiniteDel, one rib-
bon is sufficient to encode critical pairs for
all ds. For ∃BoundDel(·), we need an ar-
bitrarily long unrolling both before and af-
ter the fault, thus we design double-ribbon-
shaped critical pairs. Figure 2 shows an ex-
ample of RCP for the lightbulb proving non-
diagnosability of ∃BoundDelO(·).

ICTL* algorithm
The existence of RCPs and DRCPs can be
encoded in a CTL* formula. As a result, the
diagnosability problem is reduced to CTL*
model checking problem. One can use a
standard CTL* model checking solver or en-
code the system over BDDs, compute the fair
states using Emerson-Lei algorithm [3] and
find the states satisfying the CTL* formula
using fixpoint operators.

I L2S algorithm
To find RCPs and DRCPs in a transition
system, we extend the liveness-to-safety re-
duction [4]. In the original reduction, the
system is extended such that a reachability
of a loop in the original system is reduced
to a reachability of a state in the extended
system. Using a similar principle, we reduce
the reachability of several consecutive loops
to the reachability of a state. We exploit the
fact that in finite systems, fairness can be
verified by finding a fair loop.
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Figure 2: Example of a ribbon-shaped critical pair
with one ribbon and one fair loop.

IExperiments
We implemented both algorithms on top
of the xSAP tool and tested them on sev-
eral diagnosable benchmarks. We compare
CTL* algorithm based on fixpoint compu-
tation over BDDs (FP-BDD) and L2S algo-
rithm using IC3 engine to decide reachability
(L2S-IC3). We tested RCPs for FiniteDel
and ∃BoundDelO(·). As shown in Fig-
ure 3, L2S-IC3 outperforms FP-BDD.

Figure 3: Comparison of L2S-IC3 and FP-BDD run-
times in seconds for FiniteDel pattern.
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